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2019 Collision Repair Expo
The 2019 Collision Repair Expo has been and
gone and at this years event the Car Craft
Group’s stand was brilliant, with support from
all states and directors, members and staff
holding court over the three days the event
was an excellent success for the group.
Ezi Methods Co Owner Andrew Marsh made
his first trip to Australia to enjoy the hospitality
of the colonies, and he was also the keynote
speaker for the AAAA Expo focussing on
opportunities available for the industry (see
separate story).
The expo is also an excellent opportunity for
the company to schedule not only national
meetings for Car Craft Holdings, but also an
opportunity to meet with industry players
such as OEM’s, Insurers, Fleet companies
and suppliers.
The Expo also saw announcements by Subaru
Australia that they will adopt the AMBRA Shop
Grading program as part of their collision
repair network, this bodes well for many
of our Car Craft members who are either
accredited or well advanced (members who
want to know more should contact their state
manager about AMBRA)
As with most years the Friday sees the NCR
Lifetime Achievement Award Breakfast of
which Car Craft is a sponsor, it also sees most
of the paint industry put on their ‘big events’
on the Friday night, this year Car Craft put on
its own event for potential new members,
suppliers both current an prospective. The
evening was scheduled to fit in between the
expo and the paint company events and was
supported by Finixa, Ezi-Methods, Octoral
Refinishing and Car Craft and was a great
success with prospective members and new
Victorian members able to meet fellow Car
Craft shop owners and directors.
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2019 Expo Keynote Speaker Andrew Marsh

G e t s Pe o p l e
Thinking
You know, what should I be doing to position
my business to cope with the sort of changes
we will be having to repair ……. real soon!
In his presentation Andrew reminded us that
the Collision Repair Industry is the only thing
between new vehicle manufacturing and
recycling.

Ezi Methods was pleased to be able to
have presented Andrew Marsh as the
keynote speaker at the recent Collision
Repair Expo seminar series in Melbourne.
Andrew is one of the directors of Ezi
Methods, but prior to that he has had a
long and well-respected career as an
automotive engineer, working with some
of the most respected global automotive
brands in the industry.
Andrew’s presentation provided a look,
not so much into the theoretical future,
but more at what is really here now, or at
best only months to a few years away. Yes,
he spoke about ADAS, but that was only
the topic. The takeaway was the thought
provocation.

Fantastic news, we are in an industry that is
needed and is unlikely to be obsolete/
redundant for many years to come. It follows
that we are the industry that keeps insurance
affordable. What would the insurance cost be
if every collision required a vehicle
replacement? Premiums would be out of
reach for most.
The complexity of technology, we hear it
every day, but cars are complex and getting
more so at an astounding rate ADAS, LIDAR
and the details of how these systems work
are amazing, but what was the takeout from
all this talk of technological advances?
We will need people with skills to work on
vehicles with these systems and fast, by the
time a curriculum is developed for our
industry it may very well be obsolete as the
advances are hurtling at us at lightning
speed.

Some predict that driverless cars will be
the end of the need for smash repairs,
but listening to Andrew, the level of
technological infrastructure needed (eg.
5G network connectivity wherever the
vehicle is required to go) to support
driverless cars means we will have people
driving cars for a long time to come.
Nobody wants to see a collision that
causes injury, but while we have people
driving cars we also have human error,
from which we have an accident and of
which will need to be repaired.
Technology is creating new hurdles, but
with that comes opportunity. Designated
“setting rooms” for ADAS, significant
labour used for recalibration, and the
difficulty with some setting requirements
(eg. Driving consistently at 80 kms per
hour for several minutes) highlight the
need for information, tools, investment
and training. It was apparent that
technological complexity also highlights
the importance of one of Car Craft’s key
principles; the need for good
partnerships/alliances with suppliers and
fellow members of the network.
If it was easy, everyone would be doing it!

WA Tenders
The WA tenders at the time of writing have
been submitted and the board has made
their decisions on who will be our preferred
suppliers for the next three years, members
will be advised in late June as to the successful
tenders and the deals offered.

Thanks John
John McEntee recently finished his time at Car
Craft WA, John’s role was to get the members
back into regular shop inspections and also
to assist members to achieve AMBRA Shop
Grading, Greenstamp Accreditation and to
offer his large amount of knowledge to our
members.
On behalf of the board, staff and members we
wish John Mac all the best.

Want to
know how to
access repair
methods fast?
To get the most out of your estimates
put the power back in your hands, contact
+61 488 450 666 or at ezimethods@ezimethods.net.au

Car Craft
Excess
Plus
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Fu n Way to Le a r n A b o u t

Cashflow

The new Excess Plus has been in the market
a short time and is a success. The new
completely on-line system requires no
reporting by members and can either be
provided complimentary or sold to clients and
is exclusive to Car Craft Members, the take up
in South Australia and Western Australia has
seen massive growth with the Sydney team
not far behind.
CCWA Member Mike Wilkinson said ‘it’s a no
brainer for me, my clients love the gift and it
keeps them as my customer, as the cover is
only redeemable at my business, it’s a cheap
investment in marketing my business’
Members keen to know more should contact
their state manager who is right across it, as it
is available in all states now and exclusive to
Car Craft.

Ask how to save
up to $500 on
your next vehicle
insurance excess*?

www.car-craft.com.au

Wednesday May 8th saw Car Craft
Western Australia hold a Cashflow
Workshop. The workshop event assisted
the members to understand the complex
issue of managing cash flow in business.
Nexia’s innovative Apples and Oranges
game, takes on the often mundane topic
of managing cash flow to make it a highly
interactive and informative program.

The event was hosted by Brenton
Lawrence, Associate Director of Nexia
Australia, Darren Templeton from
Maddington Smash Repairs and Darren
Woodward from Car Craft Western
Australia. All attendees on the night
found that after the event they had
a greater understanding of how they
can use efficient business strategies in
managing cash flow.

Car Craft WA
Car Craft WA’s member owned business
Advantage Solutions WA continues to grow
with great support from WA Car Craft Members,
Manager Sarah Martin has provided excellent
service to all members bringing new products
from Finixa and other brands to the network.
And on behalf of the board we would like to
thank the members for supporting
their company.
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“Transitioning to Octoral has been a very smooth process. The training and support we’ve received has made the
change quick and easy.
We have deﬁnitely seen an increase in the production levels through the paint department since the change. The
system is simple and easy to use, so there is much less stress to get the same result now.
Finishes are second to none, with ﬂat mottle free laydown of the metallics and high gloss levels coming from
either the HS Clear or the Air Dry Clears we use.
It's a no fuss product, and we have been pleasantly surprised by all aspects of it’s performance”
-Andrew Pelham, Managing Director of Andrew Pelham Crash Repairs

C a r C r a f t Te c h C o r n e r
Coming soon and exclusive to Car Craft Members Andrew Marsh from Ezi Methods will soon be writing some technical articles for
members only, keep an eye out in your email inbox for the latest information.
SAS – Steering Angle Sensor is located in the steering
column and may be integrated into the clock spring
assembly. It tells computer systems where the steering
wheel is pointed and how quickly the wheel is being
turned. This information is sent to systems such as:
• STABILITY CONTROL
• LANE DEPARTURE
• ADAPTIVE HEADLAMPS
• AUTO PARKING
In most instances the SAS will require recalibration
after wheel alignment or whenever any suspension
work is carried out. This is a necessary line item for any
estimate which involves suspension.
THRUST ANGLE – Is comparison
of the rear wheels to centreline.
A bad thrust angle will create a
crabbing effect and will put the
steering wheel out of alignment.
Once chassis alignment has been
completed the repair technician
must ensure the rear suspensions
have the correct thrust angle. The
consequences of a Bad Thrust
Angle will be misinformation sent
to system such as:
• STABILITY CONTROL
• LANE DEPARTURE
• BLIND SPOT AWARENESS
• ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
• AUTONOMOUS BRAKING

SPECTRATEK UVLED CURING SYSTEMS & FINIXA UV PRIMER AEROSOL
WHEN CURED MEANS CURED !
Spectratek UV LED lamps, safe, fast & a fully cured nish
for modern UV coatings.
Speed up your key to key times with the Finixa TSP150 UV Primer
& Spectratek UVLED lamps.
Excellent build and adhesion on a multitude of substrates with fast curing.

INNOVATIVE - COST SAVING - TIME SAVING

Collision Repair Expo
From an SA perspective this recent
event offered our Company an excellent
platform to promote the benefits
and services on a truly National scale.
Our stand was well supported by all
participating States from not only
staff but numerous individual shop
owners and Company Directors. The
presence of Keynote speaker - Ezi
Methods co-founder Andrew Marsh
was a welcome addition to our display

and provided great support. It was an
also a good opportunity to catch-up
with interstate suppliers including Chris
Wall; Mercedes-Benz Melbourne, Andrew
Griffiths; Melbourne BMW & Tom Hall; ULR
Automotive Group. Many thanks to all
those attending (around 80 persons) our
networking event on the Friday evening and
special thanks to our sponsors; Octoral, Ezi
Methods & Finixa.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST RANGE OF
TOYOTA GENUINE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
City

152 West Terrace
Ph: 8238 5555
cmitoyota.com.au

Cheltenham
869 Port Road
Ph: 8268 0888

Christies Beach
150 Beach Road
Ph: 8382 9000

At t h e Fo o t y w i th

Peter Pa ge
Ho l den

GM/Holden network supplier Peter Page
Holden hosted a number of Car Craft
members at the recent Adelaide Crows vs
Fremantle Dockers clash at Adelaide Oval.
The game was a torrid, gritty and low
scoring affair with the Crows eventually
running out victors by 17points. Many
thanks to Peter Page Holden & Roger Falk
for their hospitality on the night – GO
CROWS!

Car Craf t S A
re -lo cate s

Zagame Automotive

Simply Amazing!
Whilst recently in Melbourne for the Collision
Repair Expo twelve of our Car Craft SA
partners took up the opportunity to visit
Network Supplier – Zagame Automotive at
Westmeadows. All were overwhelmed by the
sheer size and layout of the facility. Built on a
unique state-of-the-art 4,000m2 facility,
Zagame Autobody’s Bespoke Division is

dedicated to some of the world’s most
revered marques. With authorised repairer
approvals from more manufacturers than any
other autobody repairer in Australia, Zagame
Autobody is at the forefront of prestige and
luxury panel repairs.
Many thanks to Tas Lemonidis for his time and
enthusiasm in organising our visit.

After 13 years in Flinders Street,
Adelaide the Board of Directors
decided it was time for a move to
larger premises with our office
transitioning to nearby Torrensville.
Located at U2/148 Henley Beach Road,
Torrensville the new local offers more
than double the floor space and
includes security car parking. It also
gives us the opportunity to stage our
Board Meetings and training sessions
for up to ten persons as well as the
ability to convene National Car Craft
Holdings meetings in the future.

GT Falcon Nationals
The GT Falcon Nationals are held every second
Easter and this year Adelaide was the host
city. There were over 225 cars on display.
Each model had trophies up for grabs, and
whilst there were many cars with outstanding
quality and detail there could only be a limited
number of winners.
Two of the winners are by their own admission
self-confessed GT nuts, who are also heavily
involved with Car Craft, the first being Daren
Jones of Canberra Bodyworks, Vice Chairman
of NSW Southern Region who has spent
the last few years painstakingly restoring
his XA GT Hardtop, and was rewarded with
a trophy for the best modified XA GT. The
car is nothing short of sensational with all

modifications being so subtle that even the
judges were hard pressed to find anything
wrong with the car. The other winner was Ben
Chesterfield, General Manager of Car Craft
QLD and NSW Southern Region, who has had
a love affair with GT Falcons for the past 35
years. His car, an unrestored 1969 XWGTHO
took the honours for the best unrestored
XWGTHO. Both of the cars were trailered to
Adelaide from Canberra and the Gold Coast
respectively with one of the trailers heavily
sign written with Car-Craft livery. There were
comments from many people that there
should have been an award for the best
trailer, as the Car Craft Toy Hauler would have
certainly won the award.

SA Supplier Tenders

“Available Now”

Tender invitations to supply Car
Craft (SA) sites are presently being
forwarded to interested /potential
industry partners able to service our
network of shops. Contracts will be
awarded to apply from 1st July, 2019
covering around twenty providers
and include the renewal of the
following major brands:
•

Mitsubishi

•

Kia

•

Honda

•

Subaru

•

Ford

•

BMW

•

Mercedes-Benz

•

Volkswagon

•

Land Rover

•

Jag

•

Volvo

TravelCard Business
Class for Employees
Travel Insurance
Executive level
travel insurance for
all staff leisure trips

Contact your local
Car Craft Office

Ad e l a i de M o tor B o d y R e pa irs –

Te s la App rove d

Recently we visited SA’s only Tesla approved
repairer – Adelaide Motor Body Repairs.
Speaking with Managing Director David
Siciliano he explained that it’s been a big
learning curve for himself and brother Mark
since gaining the recognition last year. The
family owned and operated business is
now in it’s 26th year and is run by brothers
David & Mark and Mum, Anna. Apart from
the extensive training the business has
undergone upgrades in shop equipment
including; Celette bench, aluminium repair
bay and a range of Tesla specialised tools.
David said “as a family business we are proud
of achieving this standard and look forward
to the future with positive expectations and
further developments of the Tesla Brand”.

C h r i s M a n te i t

C h a i r m a n CCQ
Everybody has a side away from the body
repair industry, and Chris Manteit is no
different. Some may argue that the bump and
grind of our industry would be easier than
the bump and grind that Chris puts himself
through, however it is certainly paying off for
the next Ironman.
Chris is up and training whilst the rest of us are
still enjoying our beauty sleep each morning.
With a schedule that starts by 4am each day
Chris puts his body through more exercise
each week than a lot of us would do in a
year. A 60-70km bike ride, a 4-5km swim and
then adds a short run of around 40kms. To
add to this, he also runs his own business,
Drive Accident Solutions and attends to the

requirements of Car Craft Qld with there being
something to attend to every day.
Chris recently completed (smashed) Half
Iron Man Port Macquarie with a time of 5hrs
14mins, this entailed a 1.9km swim, followed by
a 90km bike ride and finished up with a 21.1km
run, (just typing this makes me tired), and is
currently in training for his first full iron man
(which is double these distances) in Cairns the
first weekend in June.
It is not just Chris that puts himself through this
torture, it is a Manteit family affair with Angela
also doing the woman’s half Ironman events,
and the kids Riley and Maddie doing the kids
triathlon’s too.
We wish Chris all the best with his next contest.

Proud Suppliers of Genuine
Mazda Parts to Car Craft

738 Lower North East Road, Paradise
P 8337 3377
paradisemotors.com.au

Wellpro Racing

Once again Car Craft QLD and Total Hail
Solutions have sponsored Rob Hackwood in
the very popular and highly regarded ‘Paynter
Dixon’ Touring Car Masters series. Since its
inception in 2007, the Touring Car Masters –
just ‘TCM’ to fans and competitors - has rapidly
grown to become one of Australia’s premier
racing categories, and one of the most popular
and spectacular V8 Supercar support classes.

Since then, the popular retro series has
continued to go from strength-to-strength,
lifting the class to become a successful,
highly-competitive, affordable and
commercially-viable category.

Showcasing a selection of immaculately
prepared touring cars of the pre-1976 era, the
Touring Car Masters boasts some of the sport’s
most iconic muscle cars from Falcon GT’s, BOSS
Mustangs, Chevrolet Camaros, Chrysler
Chargers and Holden Monaro’s to the giantkilling Holden Toranas and nimble Porsche 911
RS’s.

The series continues to develop, and in 2019
introduces a cost-effective packaged engine
producing 600hp that will see engine costs
reduced by up to two thirds. With initiatives
such as the TCM engine, TCM remains the most
affordable Premier Racing Category in Australia.

Evolving from Historic Group N racing through
to Biante Historic Touring Cars, the series
emerged as the Touring Car Masters for its
inaugural season in 2007.
Setting itself apart from traditional Historic
racing, the Touring Car Masters pioneered a
new class of racing by introducing innovative
technical regulations aiming to improve safety,
reliability, cut running costs and provide an
exciting and entertaining race package while
maintaining the visual appeal of its period race
cars.
The Touring Car Masters immediately struck a
winning formula, with its mix of classic hero
cars and modern improvements, such as disc
brakes, dry-sumped engines and radial tyres,
producing intense, dynamic racing right from
the outset.

Though many think of it as a historic category,
TCM is just as much of a ‘tribute’ to the classic
era while allowing it to be viable in today’s
commercial and competitive environment.

The Touring Car Masters series is structured
across three classes at each round.

1ST

Rob has proven himself over the past couple of
seasons and is consistently a top 10 finisher.
At the first round of the series in Adelaide
recently he dropped in on a Car Craft shop,
Roger Steen Crash Repairs and spent some
time speaking with Craig and the team and
made the most of the opportunity for
photographs.
Rob attended the next round at Phillip island
and was having a great run until fate stepped
in and decided that the Pontiac was not going
to finish the weekend. Whilst it was a devasting
result for the team, it was great media coverage
for both Rob and Car Craft and the car will be
repaired and back at it for the next rounds of
the Championship.

CHOICE IN HAIL REPAIRS

TOTAL HAIL
SOLUTIONS
TEL: CARL + 0418 796 378 BEN + 0499 697 035 DAVE + 0411 517 820

N e t wo r k i n g i s t h e K e y

Car Craft QLD held a meeting recently
at the MTAQ training hub in Brisbane,
and invited along some guest speakers
as well as some prospective members, 2
of these shops are now going through
the process of joining Car Craft QLD, so
an announcement will be made on this
shortly. There was also a presentation
made to the group by Mark from I-Car,
and the guys from Excess Plus were in
attendance to explain this great initiative
and answer any questions that the
shareholders had.
It was another great meeting and further
reinforces the benefit of networking
within our industry. At the end of the
meeting Mark was asked if he could
present a I-Car training voucher that
had been donated by Car Craft QLD. All
attendees names were placed in a box
and Mark drew the winning name, which
was Wes and Helena from Wilmots in
Cairns. They were delighted with their
win and I’m sure will put the training to
good use.

Sommerville Smash Repairs
Carl and Chris Agnew of Sommerville Smash
Repairs are never content with where they
are at. They are always striving to do better,
which is great to see in the uncertain times of
our industry.
Not only are Sommerville Smash AMBRA
shop graded, they have recently achieved
I-Car Gold Status, and have now been
awarded Holden Certified Collision
Repairer status.
Carl has been working hard to attain this
certification, and is a testament to the
professionalism and dedication for these
hard-working brothers. Apart from running
their own business, Carl is also a director
of Car Craft QLD, whilst Chris sits on Body
repair division committee for Motor Trades
Queensland. It is certainly an honour to have
a business of this calibre as part of Car Cart
QLD, and we can’t wait to see what they have
in store next.
Adam Small,( Shop Manager) and Louis
Constable, (Parts Manager) were only to
happy to pose for the photo.

Greg Stevenson
Chairman of Car Craft
NSW Southern Region
Greg Stevenson has made quite a name
from himself outside of his business, (Kelley
Bodyworks) in the Nation’s Capital, and now it
seems that his son is following in his footsteps.
With a speedway background that stems back
to the mid 80’s Greg is considered a veteran in
the modified sedan class having joined the fold
at the grand age of 17.
Despite having stepped away from the sport
shortly after his son Mat was born, Greg has
remained an avid follower and spectator over
the years until deciding to re-join the series in
2015-16 season and contested all the major
events on the East Coast. Mat would join his
dad at the track and had begun developing his
own motorsport career on 2 wheels rather than
4 in Motocross.
However, at the beginning of the 2018-19
season when an opportunity arose for Mat

to take the wheel of the Kelley Bodywork’sCar Craft Accident Repair Centres NSW#3 BA
Falcon, take the wheel he did, and made his
debut in spectacular fashion winning his first
3 races.
Mat has said that being able to race with
my dad is special and Greg echoed Mat’s
sentiments by adding that its great to see
Mat out there on the track and I’m proud
of him for embracing the opportunity and
putting in the hard yards to learn as much as
he can.
Greg recently contested the National Titles at
Kingaroy in QLD, however after qualifying well
he didn’t make it to through to the next stage.
Greg would like to thank his sponsors, Kelley
Bodyworks and Car Craft Accident Repair
Centres for their support and the whole family
is looking forward to the next season.

Car Craft
Victoria News
As members would be aware,
Car Craft has been undertaking a
considered and responsible process
of expansion into the other mainland
states of Australia. This has been
underpinned with the fundamental
Car Craft principle of “a network of
like-minded repairers” being at the
forefront of our thinking.
With this expansion into Melbourne
and Sydney comes opportunity,
and we are now finding that, where
appropriate, we are able to use our
national position to our members and
suppliers’ advantage.
Like any business, volume and
cashflow are key elements to our
suppliers and members should
be proud that the Car Craft Brand
continues to be held in high regard
by suppliers.
Because of this Car Craft has been
able to secure a number of industry
leading deals, by linking states with
suppliers who have a multi-state
presence.
These deals represent industry
leading benefits to members,
appropriate settle rebates to
Car Craft, and in some cases free
interstate delivery and quality service
levels.
Further great reasons to be apart of
an industry leading network.

www.car-craft.com.au

